
 

Scrutiny comments on examination of draft Modifications in Approved Review of 

Mining Plan submitted under Rule 17(3) of MCR’ 2016 in respect of Naganpur 

Limestone & Dolomite Mine (M.L.No. 2425) of Smt. Rajeshwari M. Viraktamath, over 

an extent of 2.78 Ha, situated in Naganpur Village, Mudhol Taluka, Bagalkot District of 

Karnataka State for the period from 2018-19 to 2022-23. 

 

1) General:-i) Title of the document should be mentioned as modification in the approved 

Review of Mining Plan. ii) The mine code should be corrected as 38KAR26051. iii) In 

the last approved document which was valid for the period of 2018-19 to 2022-23, 

proposal was given to work in the common boundary with M/s. Somalingeshwara Stone 

powder Industries bearing M.L.No-2655, in the present submission no such proposal was 

given even though both are having approved document to work in the common boundary. 

This needs to be justified. iv) The boundary pillars should be erected as per the 

specification mentioned in the Rule 12(V) of MCR 2016.   

 

2) Details of approved mining plan/Scheme of mining i)  The details of production and 

development achieved during last approved plan period is not matching with the annual 

returns submitted to this office. ii) Details of afforestation proposed and achieved during 

last approved period needs to be discussed. iii) Status of violations pointed out and 

compliance position needs to be discussed in detail. iv) Reason for modification is not 

properly discussed.   

 

3) Geology and Exploration:- i)The highest and lowest elevations mentioned under 

topography of the lease area are not matching with the surface plan. ii) Thickness of the 

ore body needs to be mentioned based on the exploration data. iii) Few boreholes may be 

proposed in the contact zone to know the behavior of the formations. iv) The recovery 

factor and bulk density taken for reserve estimation should be based on the test 

conducted. v) Compare to last approved document how reserves/resources were increased 

without any additional exploration needs to be justified.  

 

4) Mining:- i) The working proposals should be given separately for limestone and dolomite 

with all the design parametrs. The production and development table should be given as 

per IBM manual on appraisal of mining plan 2014. ii) The topsoil cannot be taken for 

estimating ore to OB ratio. iii) Proposed working levels mentioned on the production and 

development plans and proposed levels mentioned in the text are mismatching. iv) Under 

year wise proposals no of pits proposed, proposed R.Ls and co-ordinates of the proposed 

working area should be given year wise. v) The quantity of intercalated waste to be 

handled given in the table at page no-23 is not matching with the figures given in the 

table given at page no-24. V i) For the year 2018-19 production and development 

proposals should be given for the balance period and production carried out up to August 

2018 to be depleted and proposal should be given for remaining quantity as per the EC 



capacity. The actual production and development carried out upto Aug 2018, needs to be 

mentioned. vii) On production and development plan bench height was proposed 5 mtr 

and in the text same is mentioned as 6 and in some places 4 to 5 mtrs. This needs to be 

rechecked and corrected. The proposed working proposals should be discussed as per the 

planning made on production and development plan and sections. viii) The co-ordinates 

and RLs mentioned in the table given at page no-28 are not matching with production 

plans and sections. Year wise proposed benches given at page no-28 and 29 should be 

rechecked and corrected. ix) At page number 40 it is mentioned that part time Mining 

Engineer and geologist will be appointed. As per the MCDR 2017 for the category A 

mines Full time Mining engineer and geologist should be appointed.  

 

5) Progressive Mine closure plan:- Existing plantation needs to discussed. 

 

6) Plates:-  

General:- (i) On all the plates M.L. number is wrongly mentioned as 2524 instead of 2425. 

This needs to be corrected.  (ii) DGPS survey plan and Cartosat Satellite Imaginary plan with 

co-ordinates as per CCOM circular 02/2010, authenticated by the state Government is not 

enclosed.  

Surface plan :- The waste dump which is shown as SGMD needs to be corrected.  

Geological plan and cross sections:- Area explored under different level of exploration is 

not shown on geological plan.  

Production and development Plans & Sections:- Production and development plans and 

sections should be updated as per the scrutiny comments given in the mining chapter.  

 


